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Shrouded by a layer of smoke and
black light, and poised under a giant
poster of the Spirit Halloween logo
flipped as a skeleton with a blunt,
Eyedress crowd surfed in a sweaty
mosh pit at his sold-out Los Angeles
show at the Novo, losing his sunglasses
to a ravenous crowd riled up to his
track “I Don’t Want to Be Your Friend.” 

Preparing fans for his West Coast six-
date tour in March 2024, Eyedress and
Friends was a one-night show in late
October 2023 with a band of five —
three guitars, bassist, drummer, and a
keyboard player — alongside opening
sets from California’s iconic skater and
rapper Na-Kel Smith and alternative
post-punk artist Provoker. 

“Lowkey, I was pretty nervous before
the show went on,” Eyedress admitted
after the fact. “Once I got up there,
there was no room for error. I just tried
to make sure everyone was having a
good time.”

While reflecting on his biggest show to
date and recalling his current
successes, though, it's equally as
important to look back to Eyedress’
roots, to the pieces of his history that
have contributed to him getting to
where he is today.

                                ------

Born Idris Vicuña in the Philippines,
Eyedress has called many places home
in the 33 years since. After moving
from Manila to Phoenix, to Orange
County, back to the Philippines, and
then to London, Eyedress has been
planted in Los Angeles since 2018.
These various locations have each
contributed to his musical journey in
unique ways.

Vicuña was always interested in
anything that sounded old — 60’s, 70’s,
80’s, lo-fi, indie, punk, hip-hop, rap
music — also citing J Dilla and Flying
Lotus as key references. Supporting
his love of a wide array of music, his
dad bought him a guitar as a kid
(specifically, a Fender Squier with an
amp, purchased from Guitar Center
while they lived in Phoenix). When he
was 13 and living in San Clemente,
Vicuña joined his first band, The
Liberal Underground [not his name
choice], as a bassist. However, it
wasn’t until he moved back to the
Philippines at 15 that the music ball
truly began to roll. 

After the move, Vicuña took to
Myspace and quickly connected with
someone who posted about liking
Sonic Youth and My Bloody Valentine.
He proceeded to add all of this
person’s friends and messaged him to
hang out, since he didn’t know anyone
there at that point. Luckily, the user
replied and wanted to spend time with
Vicuña, too, and this relationship
quickly grew.

“I met Julius [Valledor] in the
Philippines. When we met up, we've
just been friends ever since. He taught
me how to make beats, and what
sampling was and then asked me to
start a band [Bee Eyes],” Vicuña
recalled. The band would play every
free show in every bar up until Bee
Eyes was asked to open for Mac
DeMarco in Singapore and Malaysia in
2013. The shows with DeMarco are
noted as Eyedress’ first legit gigs.
Shortly after, the bassist for Bee Eyes
quit the band to pursue being a
teacher in Spain — if their bassist
hadn’t left, Vicuña never would have
become Eyedress.
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Beyond Bee Eyes, Valledor continued
to help Vicuña with this vision under
his new moniker, even early on with
music videos such as the compellingly-
cult like and eerie one for the track
“Nature Trips.” Now, both live in Los
Angeles and Valledor is a director,
merch designer (with projects
including the recent Eyedress x Mac
DeMarco collectibles and Eyedress
solo merch flips), and avid supporter
of Eyedress. The pair have proceeded
to conquer their dreams, including
playing Coachella together in 2022.
Moving into 2024, there’s sure to be
even more accomplishment for them
both.

Since signing to RCA Records at the
beginning of 2023, Eyedress has
released ten new singles (not including
remixes). After a decade of
musicianship, he also finally reaped
the rewards of his hard work when his
song “Jealous,” taken off of the junior
album Let’s Skip to the Wedding, blew
up on TikTok and appeared in over 1M
videos on the platform in 2020. The
viral song earned Eyedress his first
gold record, which has now ascended
to double platinum. Subsequently, his
other tracks “Romantic Lover” and
“Something About You” both went
platinum as well, contributing to him
reaching over 16M monthly listeners
on Spotify.

Parallel to his expanding audience on a
streaming level, Eyedress’ stage
dynamic has also grown over the
years, as Vicuña used to perform
alone, playing off his laptop. With the
label’s support, he gained the financial
ability to create a more entertaining
show and he can also pay band
members to join along — he references
Filipino musician Toro Y Moi’s career 

trajectory with this in mind: “Everyone
gets started [on their own], then gets a
band, then eventually musical
directors, and it becomes this whole
thing.”

In addition to expanding his live
presence with the addition of band
members, Vicuña has always placed a
large amount of value on collaboration
with other musicians in general. This
includes his tracks with The Marías
(the DMT-inspired fear-conquering
track “Room Up in the Sky” and love-
releasing track “Separate Ways”) and
an uncredited feature in King Krule’s
“The Cadet Leaps” where he speaks in
Tagalog. The most recent collaboration
that opened Vicuña’s eyes was last
year’s “My Simple Jeep,” on which he
worked once again, alongside Mac
DeMarco. 

The collaboration started after
DeMarco reached out to work
together. Vicuña recalls his attire when
the two had first started recording in
the mansion, with him decked out in
diamonds and gold chains and flexing
his assets. When writing “My Simple
Jeep,” he quickly realized that its most 

important takeaway is to keep it simple
and to, as he put it, “not be a fancy
clown kind of guy.” “Coming from Mac
DeMarco, who is successful and rich
as fuck, he drives the most simple car
and doesn’t have a Ferrari and all that
dumb shit,” he says. “That
collaboration changed things for me.
Not gonna lie though, he has fancy
recording equipment, but I liked that
about him.” Reflecting on his
upbringing from having nothing, he
realized that the most important
things are the simple things.
Henceforth, Vicuña has shifted his
focus toward being less materialistic.

Vicuña’s last full-length album under
Eyedress, FULL TIME LOVER, also
features a stacked cast of
collaborators: The Drums, Homeshake,
his partner Elvia, the two openers for
“Eyedress and Friends” (Provoker and
Na-kel Smith), and a whopping 23
others. In typical Eyedress style, his
upcoming project (details to be
announced) follows suit: “It’s like
MTV’s TRL, but an album. Or an award
show where I collaborate with every
artist. And of course, I have my own
songs on there,” he explains. “Through
skateboarding, 

I'd meet fools that listen to rap or
punk rock or emo — you meet all types
of people,” he continued. “That's what
inspired my music taste, being around
every kind of walk of life. [All the
artists] that I’m friends with and how
we coexist together is more like a
community than anything.”

For this new project, Vicuña rented a
mansion in Malibu and through that
time, Mac DeMarco, Julian Cashwan
Pratt from Show Me The Body
[vox/banjo], and Dean Blunt
collaborated. Harmony Korine, known
for writing 90s cult classic Kids, also
wrote lyrics for some songs on the new
album, and Vicuña also mentioned
having two Toro y Moi collaborations
in the works for the record. That said,
fans can anticipate a stacked lineup of
contributors coming to Vicuña’s indie
TRL, coming soon.

“I find collaborations more interesting
because I could make songs by myself
all day, but there's a certain kind of
magic that happens when two
different artists make something,”
Vicuña noted. “Back in the day, I don't
think a lot of indie artists would 
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collaborate. They would just drop
their own album with no features. I felt
like that was more of a rap thing. I
want it to sound like a curated
playlist.”

Another big part of Eyedress’ M.O. is
his aesthetics, from his sound alone to
his music videos which are heavily
influenced by the 80s and 90s,
featuring Internet graphics, wooden
trains, claymation, and camcorders. He
cites his dad’s work as an animator on
Jimmy Neutron and Anastasia as
inspiration, and also notes that his dad
exposed him to anime, claymation, and
weird subcultures. His most important
point of reference, though, is being a
child of the 90s. “[My art is] just me
trying to relive my childhood and
hopefully kids that grow up on my
stuff like the same shit. I feel like all
the art I'm into always inspired me to
be open and not be super square. I
just love anything that inspires
creativity.”

A key reference to Vicuña’s upbringing
within the Eyedress catalog is his song
“Teen Mom.” The shoegaze track was
written in appreciation for his mom’s
selflessness and care when she was
raising him in the 90s. He reflects on
when she’d drive him to school,
skateparks, the mall, and more while
his dad was at work. The video thus
exhibits a montage portraying his
mom’s acts of service through
reenacted footage and claymation. “I
wanted to acknowledge and value all
the great things she did for me while
she was raising me,” he explained.
“There aren't a lot of songs about
moms.” 

What makes this music video even
more interesting is who directed and

produced it — Mu$ty BoYz [Abraham
Recio, Rhyan Santos] is known in ye-
old indie lore (circa 2018), most
notably for their work in the same
spaces as acts such as Inner Wave,
Cuco, Cherry Glazerr, and Tijuana
Panthers. When Vicuña moved back to
the US, his relationship with Mu$ty
BoYz began when they brought him
onto a 2019 twelve-date tour with
Inner Wave (as Santos was the tour
manager). They also introduced him to
the guy who later booked him for
Coachella. 

Vicuña recalls how he eventually
stopped working with Mu$ty BoYz,
though, since they were getting “too
fucked up at one point” and he
“needed to get [his] shit together
because [he’s] not from the US.” This
time additionally led him to begin
working with a New Jersey-based
manager who stole money from him.
Vicuña and Mu$ty BoYz have since
reconnected in small strides, most
notably via the video for “Teen Mom”
— for the video, Vicuña even got
Santos to play his dad, Recio to direct,
and heavy dark synth punk artist
N8NOFACE's girlfriend to play his
mom (with Na-Kel Smith as the
skateboarding stunt double). 

“I regretted that I parted ways with
Mu$ty BoYz,” Vicuña admitted. “‘Teen
Mom’ was like a full circle moment
where it was like, ‘Hey, I need to make
things right with the people who have
my back.’ So, that's why I got them to
do the video. It was a community thing
— if it wasn't for them, I wouldn't have
met my wife and none of anything that
I have would be here. So, it was [my
way of saying] thanks and trying to
not forget about the people who
believed in me early on.”
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Another one of Vicuña’s projects thatAnother one of Vicuña’s projects that
places emphasis on long-heldplaces emphasis on long-held
connection is the 2022 projectconnection is the 2022 project
SiblingsSiblings, on which he worked with, on which he worked with
indie-alternative Filipino-Mexican-indie-alternative Filipino-Mexican-
American musician American musician zzzahara (Zaharazzzahara (Zahara
Jaime)Jaime). zzzahara and Eyedress’. zzzahara and Eyedress’
relationship dates years back: Jaimerelationship dates years back: Jaime
helped Vicuña play early shows whenhelped Vicuña play early shows when
he didn’t have a band, they jammedhe didn’t have a band, they jammed
together, and he supported him whentogether, and he supported him when
he first moved. The 2022 albumhe first moved. The 2022 album
compiled all the music they madecompiled all the music they made
together over the years, and it wastogether over the years, and it was
then released on Vicuña’s old label then released on Vicuña’s old label LexLex
RecordsRecords under the name under the name The Simps The Simps (a (a
title for self-proclaimed extremelytitle for self-proclaimed extremely
emotional lovers towards girls). Sinceemotional lovers towards girls). Since
the project’s release, Jaime andthe project’s release, Jaime and
Vicuña’s relationship has beenVicuña’s relationship has been
admittedly turbulent, but Vicuñaadmittedly turbulent, but Vicuña
emphasizes that he’s making a point toemphasizes that he’s making a point to
mend things: mend things: “After I found out one of“After I found out one of
my old managers was stealing moneymy old managers was stealing money
from me, I realized there are degreesfrom me, I realized there are degrees
of how bad people can be,” of how bad people can be,” hehe
explained.explained.

In a similar vein to his forward-thinkingIn a similar vein to his forward-thinking
mentality on relationships, when askedmentality on relationships, when asked
if there are songs in his discography heif there are songs in his discography he
thinks of most fondly, Vicuña statesthinks of most fondly, Vicuña states
that his focus is to keep movingthat his focus is to keep moving
forward and make more songs, insteadforward and make more songs, instead
of looking back. of looking back. “Going back is quite“Going back is quite
painful. Like, I never play ‘Cocainepainful. Like, I never play ‘Cocaine
Sunday’ [his 4th most popular song]Sunday’ [his 4th most popular song]
anymore. Elvia hates that song,anymore. Elvia hates that song,” he” he
explained.explained. “I didn't fully believe in it “I didn't fully believe in it
myself. But, now that all these thingsmyself. But, now that all these things
have happened, I fully believe inhave happened, I fully believe in
everything I'm doing now.”everything I'm doing now.”

Outside of continued musical success,Outside of continued musical success,
Vicuña’s main priority these days isVicuña’s main priority these days is
being a devoted husband to Elvia andbeing a devoted husband to Elvia and
father to his three-year-old son Boaty.father to his three-year-old son Boaty.  

He shares his love with the worldHe shares his love with the world
through photoshoots, music videos,through photoshoots, music videos,
and song collaborations with his wife,and song collaborations with his wife,
even sharing intimate moments sucheven sharing intimate moments such
as film photos documenting theiras film photos documenting their
engagement and various tripsengagement and various trips
together. He notes that although thistogether. He notes that although this
role can be a lot of pressure, he wantsrole can be a lot of pressure, he wants
to support his wife and be there for histo support his wife and be there for his
son, whether it’s playing on theson, whether it’s playing on the
playground together or watching himplayground together or watching him
banging the drums.banging the drums.  

Moving forward, Eyedress’ music andMoving forward, Eyedress’ music and
life mentality will be focused on hislife mentality will be focused on his
family, love, and friends. Hefamily, love, and friends. He
appreciates RCA for allowing his life toappreciates RCA for allowing his life to
continue to get bigger and hopes tocontinue to get bigger and hopes to
have a new hit song soon, and tohave a new hit song soon, and to
continue to change his family’s livescontinue to change his family’s lives
for the better.for the better.
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